Aerospace PMA
And DER Services
Expand Technical Capability, Scale
Growth, Respond Faster, Lower Costs

Take advantage of market opportunities, control key costs and maximize revenue
with ThoughtFocus PMA and DER repair innovations
enhance your MLA and DER repair capabilities, steadily improve performance and quality while reducing your
cost of operations.

Unrivaled Industry PMA And DER Expertise
ThoughtFocus, in cooperation with Level 3 Inspection, offers a globally integrated, advanced technology
laboratory and development service boasting the latest advances in PMA and DER software, hardware, and
testing. Our teams work alongside yours to design, build, and certify superior parts, systems, and solutions for
you or your clients - at a fraction of the price and a faster time to market. We offer unsurpassed quality and a
cost basis, assuring your competitive position in the parts supply ecosystem.
You take advantage of our low-cost, off-shore engineering, design, inspection and documentation to improve
reliability, scale your aftermarket business operations and speed up your turnaround. Better parts, better
reliability, better returns.
Our value engineering services result in superior designs and accelerated manufacture of high-precision parts,
and include:
Computer Aided Inspection (CAI) from 3D scans,
complete dimensional inspection (A59102) from
millions of data points

DER scanning and other advanced technologies
CMM scanners, structured light digitizers, industrial
CT scanning

Master practitioners and domain experts with
advanced processes ISO 17025 accredited to

Inspection and document part tolerances

+/.0.000078" (+1-2 microns)

Validation of remaining utility and reliability of parts

PMA reverse engineering

Reduction in replacement costs by extending the
useful life of parts

Manufacturing new replacement parts
Reduction in iterations and scrap, saving
months and millions
Analyzing competitor parts
Creating a digital 3D record of current products

ThoughtFocus works with leading companies like yours to optimize manufacturing, inspection, and testing;
improve supply chain processes and enhance the quality and useful life of parts, components and
assemblies. Our technical abilities in precision parts design and manufacturing are second to none, and our
emphasis on cost-conscious solutions assures your competitiveness. In the aftermarket parts arena, we
understand that, properly designed and implemented, PMA and DER repair strategies are essential to
managing costs and growing your business.
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Faster Time To Market Expanding
Markets Repeatable Quality
Rerenceable Clients
Product Lifecycle Management Capabilities
Solutions focused
speed, scalability, and agility - assisting you and your network in achieving results that are an time, under
budget, and beyond comparison.
Our experienced team is there for you throughout the
PMA'DER process to extend the lifecycle of your
expendable and consumable parts, from structural
design to provisioning an embedded modules to

ThoughtFocus: Your Partner
In Success
individual programs for you, from planning to process
to payment, providing as much support as needed to

installation.

assure your market success. And for key partners,

Core PMA/DER Repair Services

ThoughtFocus offers a co-investment, a revenue
sharing option that will lower upfront expenses and
minimize risk on strategic initiatives.

Reducing the entire MIA approval process
Custom designing supplier evaluation

Experience

programs

Our team supports you with advanced engineering

Stream-ilining and enhancing the supply chain
through lean logistics

business process management.

Overseeing new KO development
Applying advanced technologies to the DER
Extending the Tellable life of parts

new and upgraded parts, product line expansions,
new market initiatives, and better, more cost effective

Fine tuning airline MRO prioritization

repair function

design, manufacturing and compliance testing of

Business partner
A valued business partner to aviation businesses
around the globe,ThoughtFocus assists partners in
lowering costs, scaling growth and improving time

Providing 240 on-site support

to market.

Meeting your near-to long-term business

An integral part of our clients' solutions delivery

initiatives

team, we form strong relationships with their
management, manufacturers, and suppliers;
ensuring complete transparency and tight
alignment between teams and executive priorities.
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Product delivery

Knowledge Process Operations

We offer a global footprint with domestic and

Based on a deep understanding of aircraft,

offshore capabilities and facilities for industrial

regulatory processes, and procedural requirements,

engineering, software development, and hardware

ThoughtFocus provides people, processes, and

design and manufacturing. Customers leverage

systems that change how business compete.

these capabilities to extend their product and
service lines, optimize costs, tap additional expert

We are a sales-force multiplier, offering outsourced
technologies and people to augment existing
systems, eCommerce platforms, and credit card
transaction processing that enables customers to

operations to seize market opportunities while

move products across the market and around the

enhancing and sustaining existing product lines.

globe.
Multiple pricing options assist customers in taking

Transformation

advantage of our reach, scale, capabilities and time

ThoughtFocus knows aviation and aerospace
manufacturing, design, testing and IT from OEMs
to aftermarket service providers, continually
advancing our experience and industry•leading
methods, investing in personnel and tools, and
creating innovative solutions to supply chain
challenges.
Our expertise in re-engineering processes and
implementing strategic enterprise solutions has
helped our business partners optimize logistics
cycles, establish manufacturing and supply chain
networks, overhaul existing systems and

ThoughtFocus helps forward-looking companies innovate and achieve a better future faster.
ThoughtFocus’ innovative and cutting-edge technology solutions enable its customers to deploy
new capabilities faster, deliver better user experiences, and drive operating efficiencies. We do this
through executional excellence and mitigating the risk of change. With headquarters in the U.S.,
the Company has more than 2,100 employees in locations spread across 5 countries.
For more information, please visit the company website www.thoughtfocus.com.
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